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We report on the study of the linear and circular magnetogyrotropic photogalvanic effect (MPGE) in
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well structures. Using the fact that in such structures the Lande´ factor g∗ depends
on the quantum well (QW) width and has different signs for narrow and wide QWs, we succeeded to separate
spin and orbital contributions to both MPGEs. Our experiments show that, for most QW widths, the MPGEs
are mainly driven by spin-related mechanisms, which results in a photocurrent proportional to the g∗ factor. In
structures with a vanishingly small g∗ factor, however, linear and circular MPGE are also detected, proving the
existence of orbital mechanisms.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spin and orbital mechanisms, which are present simul-
taneously in various physical phenomena, result in two
competitive contributions in the observable effects. Textbook
examples, therefore, are Pauli paramagnetism and Landau
diamagnetism that yield two comparable contributions to
the magnetic susceptibility of an electron gas.1 Another
bright manifestation is the fine structure of exciton lines in
a magnetic field.2 In all these cases, the electron systems
are affected by a magnetic field in two different ways: via
Zeeman splitting of spin sublevels and due to cyclotron
twisting of electron trajectories. An interplay of spin and
orbital mechanisms is also expected for linear and circular
magnetogyrotropic photogalvanic effects (MPGE). The spin-
related mechanisms of both MPGEs were widely discussed in
the past and are driven by the spin-dependent relaxation of a
nonequilibrium electron gas in gyrotropic two-dimensional
electron systems (2DES) (for reviews see Refs. 3–8). The
microscopic mechanisms of the spin-driven MPGEs are
based on spin-orbit coupling in 2DES with structure and
bulk inversion asymmetry (SIA and BIA). In the case of
the linear MPGE the absorption of linearly polarized or
unpolarized radiation leads to electron gas heating. Due to
a spin-dependent energy relaxation of these heated electrons,
two equal and oppositely directed electron flows in the spin-up
and spin-down subbands result, what represents a pure spin
current.7–12 The Zeeman splitting of the subbands induced
by the in-plane magnetic field leads to the conversion of a
spin flow into a measurable spin-polarized electric current.
The circular MPGE yields a photocurrent, proportional to
the radiation helicity. It is caused by the spin-galvanic effect
(SGE)13,14 in which the spin-flip relaxation of a spin-polarized
nonequilibrium electron gas results in an electric current.7,8,15
Here, an in-plane magnetic field rotates the optically induced
spin polarization into the plane of the 2DES due to the
Larmor precession. This provides an in-plane spin compo-
nent, which is necessary for the SGE in (001)-grown QWs.
While the spin-based origin of the MPGE was intensively
discussed, most recently it was pointed out that orbital effects,
caused by a magnetic-field-induced scattering asymmetry,
may substantially contribute to the MPGE16,17 and thus
complicate the analysis of the spin currents. The latter is
of importance for the exploration of spin generation and
spin-related transport in 2DES, which are major and still
growing fields in solid-state research.3,18–20 Moreover, the
MPGE has been applied to investigate the interplay of Rashba
and Dresselhaus spin splittings,11,21 which is in the focus of the
current research and studied by various optical and transport
methods.22–31
Here we report on experiments which allow us to distin-
guish unambiguously between the spin-dependent and orbital
origins of the MPGE by investigating the qualitative difference
in their behavior upon a variation of the g∗ factor. We use the
fact that the electric current resulting from the spin-related
roots is proportional to the Zeeman band spin splitting in
contrast to the one due to orbital mechanisms. To explore this
difference, we utilize the well-known fact that in GaAs-based
quantum wells the Zeeman splitting changes its sign at a
certain QW width.32,33 This inversion is mostly caused by
the opposite signs of the g∗ factor in the GaAs with respect
to the AlGaAs barrier and the fact that for narrow QWs the
electron wave function deeply penetrates into the barrier. This
property has often and successfully been used for the analysis
of spin-dependent phenomena.34–36 Therefore, we studied the
MPGE in a set of structures with QW widths varying from 4
to 30 nm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
details of the sample preparation and present an overview of the
experimental techniques used to study the MPGE. In Sec. III
we give an account on combined photoluminescence (PL) and
PL excitation (PLE) measurements as well as time-resolved
Kerr rotation (TRKR) experiments performed on the sample
series to determine the electron confinement energies and the
electron g∗ factor, respectively. Sections IV and V deal with
the experimental study and analysis of the linear and circular
MPGE, respectively. Finally, we summarize the study.
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II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
The experiments were carried out on (001)-oriented
Si-δ-doped n-type GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As structures grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy at typical temperatures in excess
of 600◦C. A set of structures with the same doping profile
but different QW widths LQW, between 4 and 30 nm, was
grown. Figure 1 sketches the conduction band edge of the
multiple QW structures together with the corresponding δ-
doping positions and Table I gives the sample parameters.
The doping layers are asymmetrically shifted by two different
spacer layer thicknesses, l and r , with respect to the QW.
In addition, in all samples, except A, the sum (l + r + LQW)
was kept constant. The impurities’ Coulomb field yields an
asymmetric potential profile inside the QWs causing SIA.
The investigated samples were square shaped (5 × 5 mm2) and
its edges oriented along the [1¯10] and [110] crystallographic
directions. For photocurrent measurements, ohmic contacts
were alloyed on the sample corners allowing to probe the
photocurrent along the x ‖ [100] and y ‖ [010] crystal axes.
The MPGE is measured at room temperature by exciting the
samples with linearly or circularly polarized terahertz (THz)
laser radiation under normal incidence. As radiation source we
used an optically pumped NH3 molecular laser5,37 operating
at a wavelength λ of 280 μm. The wavelength of 280 μm
(photon energy of 4.2 meV) was chosen to cause free carrier
absorption only. The laser provided single pulses with a pulse
duration of about 100 ns and a peak power P of about 6 kW.
The photocurrent J is measured via the voltage drop across a
50  load resistor with a digital oscilloscope. To study the
linear MPGE we applied linearly polarized radiation with
the radiation field E ‖ x, and an external in-plane magnetic
field By of ±1 T. The resulting current is measured along
the x direction, normally to the magnetic field, By . To excite
the circular MPGE we used elliptically polarized radiation
obtained by a crystal quartz quarter-wave plate. The helicity of
the radiation was varied by the rotation of the plate according to
Pcirc = sin 2ϕ, where ϕ is the angle between the initial plane of
polarization and the optical axis of theλ/4 plate. In this case the
photocurrent Jx is measured in the direction parallel to Bx . The
experimental geometries with Jx ⊥ By for linear and Jx ‖ Bx
for the circular MPGE are chosen to probe the currents solely
caused by the structure inversion asymmetry.21,38 This allows
us to reduce the influence of the QW width on the degree of
asymmetry. For any other configuration we would also obtain
FIG. 1. Conduction band structure of the samples.
a BIA-induced MPGE, which complicates the data analysis
because BIA itself strongly depends on LQW (Ref. 39).
III. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION BY PL AND TRKR
TECHNIQUES
A. Experimental technique
To study Lande´ factors and spin dynamics we used the time-
resolved Kerr rotation and photoluminescence techniques,
applying a pulsed Ti-sapphire laser system. It generates pulses
with a spectral linewidth of about 3–4 meV and a duration
of about 600 fs. The central wavelength of the laser is
tuned to excite electron-hole pairs at the Fermi energy of the
two-dimensional electron gas in the samples. The pulse train
from the laser system is split into the pump beam, which is
circularly polarized and the weaker, linearly polarized probe
beam. Both beams are focused onto the sample surface at
near-normal incidence by an achromat, and the Kerr rotation
angle of the reflected probe beam is measured using an
optical bridge detector. The typical power density used in the
experiments was about 40 W/cm2 for the pump beam and
4 W/cm2 for the probe beam. A lock-in scheme is used to
increase the sensitivity of the experiment. The samples were
mounted in the 3He insert of an optical cryostat and cooled by
3He gas to a nominal temperature of 4.5 K. Magnetic fields of
up to 10 T were applied in the sample plane during the TRKR
measurements.
For photoluminescence measurements, the Ti-sapphire
laser operated in cw mode and was tuned to higher energies to
excite the samples nonresonantly. The excitation density for
PL measurements was about 4 W/cm2. The PL emitted from
the samples was collected using a grating spectrometer and
a charge-coupled device (CCD) sensor. All PL measurements
TABLE I. Sample parameters. Carrier density ns (per QW layer), mobility μ, momentum scattering time τp calculated from the mobility,
measured g∗ factor, and energy difference E between the transitions (e2hh2)-(e1hh1) are given for T = 4.2 K. Also listed: Carrier density
ns(RT) (per QW layer), and mobility μ(RT) measured at room temperature.
LQW Spacer l Spacer r χ = ns μ τp g∗ E ns (RT) μ (RT)
Sample [nm] [nm] [nm] l−r
l+r 10
11
[
1
cm2
]
105
[
cm2
Vs
]
[ps] [meV] 1011
[
1
cm2
]
103
[
cm2
Vs
]
A 4 45 140 −0.51 1.17 0.509 1.9 0.13 1.4 4.8
B 6 74.5 119.5 −0.23 0.874 0.925 3.5 0.106 1.3 5.5
C 8.2 73.4 118.4 −0.23 1.11 1.23 4.7 −0.06 1.3 6.6
D 10 72.5 117.5 −0.24 1.09 4.95 18.8 −0.157 116 1.3 7.4
E 15 70 115 −0.24 1.26 3.47 13.2 −0.29 59 1.4 8.0
F 20 67.5 112.5 −0.25 1.19 0.642 2.4 −0.337 47 1.2 8.0
G 30 62.5 107.5 −0.26 1.17 12.6 47.9 −0.394 48 1.2 8.2
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were performed without applied magnetic fields at a nominal
sample temperature of 4.5 K. For PLE measurements, a tunable
cw Ti-sapphire laser system was used. The PL intensity of
the low-energy flank of the sample was recorded using the
spectrometer and the CCD sensor as a function of the laser
energy of the Ti-sapphire laser.
B. Combined PL and PL excitation experiments
To determine the electron confinement energies in the QWs,
we performed combined PL and PLE measurements on the
sample series. Figure 2(a) shows PL and PLE spectra measured
on sample E (15-nm wide QW). The PL spectrum shows a
single peak corresponding to the (e1-hh1) transition in the
QW. In the PLE spectrum, the onset of absorption at the Fermi
energy of the two-dimensional electron system in the QW is
clearly visible slightly above this PL peak. The pronounced
maximum in the PLE spectrum, indicated by the arrow,
corresponds to the (e2-hh2) transition. Due to the increasing
confinement in the narrower QWs, the PL peak position shifts
to higher energies, as Fig. 2(b) demonstrates. The energy
difference between (e1-hh1) and (e2-hh2) transitions as a
function of the QW width, shown in Fig. 2(c), and listed in
Table I, is extracted from the PL and PLE measurements. It
also increases as the QW width is reduced. For QWs, which
are thinner than 10 nm, the (e2-hh2) transition lies outside of
the tuning range of the Ti-sapphire laser.
C. Time-resolved Kerr rotation experiments
TRKR measurements are used to determine the electron
g∗ factor in our sample series. It is well established32 that
in GaAs/AlGaAs QWs the electron g∗ factor depends on
the QW width, and even changes its sign from negative
to positive values as a function of the QW thickness. Two
FIG. 2. (a) PL (dashed line) and PLE (solid line) spectra of sample
E (15-nm wide QW). The arrow indicates the transition energy of the
(e2-hh2) transition observed in the PLE spectrum. (b) PL peak energy
as a function of the QW width. The dotted line indicates the transition
energy for which the electron g∗ factor changes its sign.35 (c) Energy
difference between (e1-hh1) and (e2-hh2) transitions as a function
of the QW width.
FIG. 3. (a) TRKR traces measured on three different samples
(LQW = 4, 8, and 30 nm) with an applied in-plane magnetic field of
4 T. (b) Electron g∗ factor as a function of the QW width extracted
from the TRKR data. The sign of the g∗ factor, which cannot be
directly extracted from the TRKR traces, has been inferred from the
PL transition energies.
effects contribute to this dependence: The conduction band
of GaAs is nonparabolic, and the g∗ factor of an electron
depends on its energy relative to the conduction band edge.35
Additionally, in narrow QWs, the electron wave function has
a sizable amplitude within the AlGaAs barriers, leading to an
effective admixture of the (positive) g∗ factor in the barrier
material to that (negative) of the electron confined in the
GaAs QW. In our TRKR measurements, we clearly observe
this width dependence [see Fig. 3(a)]. The TRKR traces for
different samples, measured at the same magnetic field of 4 T,
show the damped Larmor precession of the optically oriented
electron spin polarization about the applied magnetic field.
The precession frequencies are markedly different: For the
widest sample, the precession frequency is high, it decreases
for narrower QWs, then increases again for the most narrow
sample. The Larmor precession frequencies were determined
for all samples by measuring TRKR traces in magnetic fields
between 1 and 10 T, and the amplitude of the g∗ factor was
calculated using a linear fit to the dispersion. Figure 3(b) gives
the QW width dependence of the g∗ factors in our samples.
From TRKR measurements, the sign of the g∗ factor is not
immediately apparent, although it can be determined using
slight modifications of a typical TRKR setup and rigorous data
analysis.40 Here, we infer the sign of the g∗ factor from the PL
transition energies observed for our samples. In their studies on
the g∗ factor’s dependence on the QW width, Yugova et al.35
observed the zero crossing of the g∗ factor for a fundamental
transition energy (e1-hh1) of 1600 meV [indicated by the
dotted line in Fig. 2(b)]. In sample C, we observe the PL
peak at 1572 meV, well below the value for zero crossing,
and in the thinner sample B the PL peak is at 1616 meV,
well above the value for zero crossing. Hence, we assign
negative g∗ factor values to the samples with nominal QW
widths between 30 and 8.2 nm, and positive g∗ factors to the
two thinnest samples. The TRKR measurements also allow
us to study the dependence of the spin dephasing time (SDT)
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FIG. 4. (a) Zero-field TRKR traces measured on three different
samples with LQW = 4, 6, and 15 nm. (b) Zero-field SDT as a function
of the QW width (log. scale). (c) 2 as a function of the QW width.
T ∗2 on the QW width. Figure 4(a) shows a series of TRKR
traces measured on different samples without applied magnetic
fields. No simple correlation between the QW width and the
SDT is apparent, as evidenced by the SDT data given in Fig.
4(b) (note the logarithmic scale for the SDT). In all samples, the
dominant spin dephasing mechanism at low temperatures is the
D’yakonov-Perel mechanism,41 and in the motional narrowing
regime, the SDT is given by
1
T ∗2
= 2τp, (1)
where τp is the momentum relaxation time, and  is the
precession frequency due to the effective spin-orbit fields. As
the QW width is reduced, the magnitude of the Dresselhaus
field increases due to the momentum quantization along the
growth axis, and the magnitude of the Rashba field was also
shown to increase monotonously with decreasing QW width in
the thickness range investigated here.42 The rising amplitude
of both spin-orbit fields should lead to a more rapid dephasing
in thinner QWs according to Eq. (1). We can explain the non
monotonous dependence of the SDT on the QW width by
taking into account the different momentum relaxation times
in our samples. The momentum relaxation times τp, calculated
from the mobility data measured at 4.2 K, are listed in Table I.
Using these values, we calculate 2 using Eq. (1). The results,
shown in Fig. 4(c), demonstrate a near-monotonous increase
of 2 with decreasing QW width, as expected from the QW
width dependence of the effective spin-orbit fields.
IV. LINEAR MPGE
The linear MPGE excited by linearly polarized radiation
has been detected in all samples. Under THz irradiation we
observed a photocurrent signal Jx , which is linearly increasing
with rising magnetic field strength By and changes its sign
upon the inversion of the magnetic field direction from By > 0
to By < 0, demonstrating the typical MPGE behavior.
FIG. 5. Dependence of the linear MPGE (circles) on LQW
obtained at room temperature, By = ±1 T and photon energy h¯ω =
4.4 meV and corresponding g∗ factors (triangles, by TRKR). The
inset shows the experimental geometry for the LMPGE.
As our experiments here are focused on the linear MPGE,
we eliminate any possible background in our experiments by
JL = [ J(By) − J(−By)]/2. (2)
Figure 5 shows the photocurrent JL as a function of LQW
obtained for magnetic fields of ±1 T. For comparison the
effective Lande´ factor g∗, extracted from the time-resolved
Kerr rotation, is also plotted (details of these measurements
are already discussed in Sec. III). As an important result Fig. 5
demonstrates that the SIA-induced photocurrent Jx , similarly
to the g∗ factor, changes its sign upon the variation of LQW
(Ref. 43). However, there is a difference in the zero points:
While the g∗ factor equals to zero atLQW ∼ 6.5 nm, the current
vanishes for LQW ∼ 10 nm. It will be shown below that this
shift between the inversion points as well as the MPGE’s sign
inversion can be well described by the interplay of spin and
orbital mechanisms in the current formation.
To explain qualitatively our results we describe the basic
physics of these mechanisms. We start with the spin-related
mechanism. The generation of a spin-polarized current due
to the MPGE may be discussed in the frame of a recently
proposed model for the spin-dependent asymmetric energy
relaxation of a nonequilibrium electron gas heated by, for
example, THz or microwave radiation.10,44 Free electrons are
excited to higher-energy states by absorbing radiation and then
relax into an equilibrium state by emitting phonons. Figure 6
sketches the hot electron energy relaxation processes in the two
spin subbands (sy = ±1/2) that are split due to the Zeeman
effect in the presence of an external magnetic field. The
electron relaxation from higher to lower energies is shown by
bent arrows. In gyrotropic media, like GaAs low-dimensional
semiconductors, the spin-orbit interaction makes the scattering
probability spin-dependent10
Wk′k = W0{1 + ξ [σ × (k + k′)]z}, (3)
where W0 is the symmetric part of the scattering probability,
which determines the mobility (we consider SIA only). Here
k and k′ are the initial and scattered electron wave vectors
and σ is the vector composed of the Pauli matrices. Thus, the
electron transitions to positive and negative k′x states occur with
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FIG. 6. (Color) Spin-based model for the linear MPGE. See
details in the text.
different probabilities causing an imbalance in the distribution
of carriers in both subbands between positive and negative
kx states. This is shown by different thicknesses of the bent
arrows in Fig. 6. At zero magnetic field, the asymmetry of the
electron-phonon interaction would lead to a spin current, but
not an electric current: This is due to the fact that the oppositely
directed electron fluxes i±1/2 ∝ ξ are of equal strength and
therefore compensate each other. The presence of an in-plane
magnetic fieldBy , however, leads to the Zeeman splitting of the
sy = ±1/2 subbands. As a consequence, the electron densities
n+1/2 and n−1/2 in both spin subbands become different, and
the fluxes i±1/2 do not compensate each other any longer and
therefore a net electric current results. Obviously, this current,
classified as linear MPGE, is spin-polarized and its value
is proportional to the Zeeman spin splitting induced by the
magnetic field. Its QW width dependence is described by the
product g∗ξ .
To estimate the parameter ξ caused by SIA, we take
into account that the remote impurities create an electric
field E along the growth direction, leading to the asymmetry
of the QW. Therefore, the eigenstates in this structure are
superpositions of the states of the rectangular QW. As a result,
the envelope wave functions in the first and second subbands
of size quantization φ1,2(z) are given by
φ1(z) = ϕ1(z) + eEz21
E21
ϕ2(z),
(4)
φ2(z) = ϕ2(z) − eEz21
E21
ϕ1(z).
Here z is the growth direction, ϕ1,2(z) are the functions of
size quantization in the ground and the first excited subbands
of the rectangular QW of width LQW, E21 is the energy
separation between these subbands, and z21 is the coordinate
matrix element calculated between these states. This leads to
ξ (LQW) ∼ z21/E21, and to the following dependence of this
contribution to the linear MPGE current:
jLspin(LQW) ∼ g∗(LQW)
z21
E21
. (5)
Here we disregard a weak dependence of the scattering
probability on the QW width.
In a set of samples with similar structure inversion asym-
metry, like in our samples, where SIA is controlled by the
asymmetric doping, the MPGE should vanish for the sample
with zero g∗ factor and change its sign upon a QW width
FIG. 7. Orbital model for the linear MPGE. Solid and dashed
lines show the electron wave function with and without radiation,
respectively.
variation. Thus, the spin-related mechanism of the MPGE
describes well the appearance of the sign inversion. However,
it cannot explain the fact that the MPGE’s sign inversion takes
place for an about 4-nm broader QW than the inversion of the
g∗ factor.45 The explanation of this fact requires an additional
spin-independent orbital contribution to the MPGE, recently
addressed by Tarasenko.16
A process resulting in the orbital linear MPGE is illustrated
in Fig. 7. Here, we consider the in-plane motion of carriers
subjected to the high-frequency electric field (e.g., THz
radiation) applied along the x direction and an in-plane
magnetic field along the y direction. For linearly polarized
radiation, the electric field E(t) leads to a back and forth
motion of electrons with velocity v(t) as illustrated in Fig. 7
for two different times. Without external field the electron’s
wave function is localized closer to one interface due to the
asymmetrical doping, and its momentum relaxation rate 1/τp
has a contribution controlled by scattering by this interface.
The orbital MPGE originates from the combined action of
electric and magnetic fields, described in the following. If
E(t) is applied, at a certain time t1, the electron is accelerated
by the in-plane ac electric field along the negative x direction.
At the same time, the electron with velocity vx is subjected
to the magnetic field By . This results in the Lorentz force
FL = e(v × B) which shifts the wave function to the center of
the quantum well and thus decreases the scattering probability
(see Fig. 7). Half a period later, at t2 = t1 + T/2, the electron
velocity gets reversed so that the direction of the Lorentz
force reverses as well. Now, the electron wave function is
pushed closer to the interface, which increases the scattering
rate and decreases the momentum relaxation. The resulting
imbalance of the relaxation times for the motion along the
positive and negative x directions causes a net electric current
proportional to the magnetic field strength. Obviously this
mechanism yields a photocurrent, which does not change
its sign with a variation of the QW width. Microscopically,
the orbital contribution to the linear MPGE current jLorb is
caused by the effect of a magnetic field on the scattering. The
in-plane magnetic field results in a k-dependent mixing of the
eigenstates φ1 and φ2, and the envelope in the ground subband
becomes kαBβ dependent16
ψ1k(z) = φ1(z) + (k × B)z eh¯
m
z21
E21
φ2(z). (6)
This leads to the following contribution in the scattering
probability
Wk′k = W0{1 + ζ [B × (k + k′)]z}, (7)
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FIG. 8. Dependence of the spin-dependent and orbital contribu-
tions to the MPGE on the QW width.
where the parameter ζ is caused by SIA. The dependence
ζ (LQW) determines the dependence of jLorb on the quantum
well width yielding
jLorb(LQW) ∼
(
z21
E21
)2
. (8)
The quadratic dependence on the parameter z21/E21 appears
because both the electric field of the impurities and the
magnetic field lead to a mixing of the ground and first excited
levels, Eqs. (4) and (6). Here, like for Eq. (5), we also
assume that additional factors originating from the scattering
asymmetry depend weakly on the QW width. Equations (5)
and (8) show that spin and orbital contributions to the MPGE
current behave differently upon a change of the quantum well
width. The ratio of these two contributions, jLspin/jLorb, varies as
g∗E21/z21 being a strong function of LQW.
On the phenomenological level both mechanisms are
described by the same equations and the total current is given
by the sum of both contributions
jL = jLspin + jLorb. (9)
The phenomenological similarity hinders the decomposition of
both terms because the spin contribution jLspin and the orbital
one jLorb behave identically under a variation of the radiation’s
polarization state and the orientation of the magnetic field
relative to the crystallographic axes. Our above consideration
shows, however, that the behavior of the photocurrent upon a
variation of the QW width allows us to distinguish between
these two basically different mechanisms. The observed sign
inversion clearly demonstrates that the total current almost
reflects the behavior of the g∗ factor and therefore is, in most
samples, dominated by the spin mechanism. The small shift
of the MPGE’s inversion point to a larger LQW compared to
the one of the g∗ factor, however, demonstrates that the orbital
MPGE also contributes and its magnitude is smaller, but still
comparable to that of the spin MPGE. For a QW with LQW of
about 6.5 nm the g∗ factor is equal to zero and the MPGE is
solely caused by the orbital mechanism.
The dependence of jLorb on the quantum well width,
calculated after Eq. (8) is plotted in Fig. 8. Figure 8 shows that
this current rises with increasing LQW due to the increase of
the mixing parameter z21/E21 with LQW, but does not change
its sign. This behavior is explained as follows: In narrow QWs
the electric and magnetic fields cannot efficiently mix size-
quantized states because of their large energy separation E21.
In wider QWs the confinement is weaker and the photocurrent
increases. This strong dependence is valid for not too wide
QWs, where only the ground subband is occupied. In very
wide QWs, the photocurrent dependence on the QW width has
a maximum and then the photocurrent tends to zero since in
bulk GaAs photogalvanic effects are absent.
Figure 8 also shows the interplay of both contributions. To
obtain this curve, we have normalized both contributions in
such a way that the total current vanishes for the QW width
where the photocurrent’s sign inversion has been detected.
One can see that the total photocurrent vanishes for a larger
QW width than the g∗ factor. This is due to the orbital
contribution.
V. CIRCULAR MPGE
The sign inversion upon a variation of the QW width is also
obtained for the SIA-induced circular MPGE. Figure 9 shows
the helicity dependence of the photocurrent Jx , which clearly
demonstrates the fingerprint of the circular MPGE: The sign
inversion upon switching the radiation’s helicity Pcirc from +1
to −1 at ϕ = 45◦ (σ+) and ϕ = 135◦ (σ−), respectively. We
note that the whole polarization dependence stems from the
interplay of the circular and linear MPGE. In agreement with
the phenomenological theory48 the signal can be well fitted by
Jx = APcirc + B(1 + cos 4ϕ) + C sin 4ϕ. Here the first term,
given by the parameter A, is due to the circular MPGE and
the following two, proportional to the coefficients B and C,
stem from the linear MPGE discussed above and vanish for
circularly polarized radiation. Figure 10 shows the quantum
well width dependence of the circular photocurrent. To extract
the circular MPGE from the total current and to ensure that
no spurious currents contribute to the signal we used the fact
that the circular MPGE reverses its sign upon switching the
radiation’s helicity from +1 (σ+) to −1 (σ−) and obtain the
circular photocurrent after
JCx = [Jx(σ+) − Jx(σ−)]/2, (10)
where Jx(σ+) and Jx(σ−) are photocurrents measured at σ+-
and σ−-polarized excitations. Because the circular MPGE
also reverses its sign upon the inversion of the magnetic field
direction, the current after Eq. (10) is further treated similarly
to the linear MPGE according to Eq. (2). For the circular
MPGE, we also observed that the photocurrent reverses its
sign at a certain QW width.49 Similarly to the behavior of the
linear MPGE, the sign inversion of the photocurrent in Fig. 10
does not coincide with that of the Lande´ factor and takes place
at LQW ∼ 15 nm. We show below that, similarly to the linear
MPGE discussed earlier, this fact indicates the interplay of the
spin and orbital mechanisms in the circular MPGE.
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FIG. 9. Helicity dependence of the MPGE obtained for sample A
at room temperature, |B| = 1 T and a photon energy of h¯ω = 4.4 meV.
The ellipses on top illustrate the polarization states for various angles
of the λ/4 plate, ϕ. The inset depicts the spin-galvanic effect.
The spin mechanism of the circular MPGE is based on the
spin-galvanic effect.13 This effect results in the generation of an
electric current due to a nonequilibrium spin polarization and
is caused by its asymmetric spin relaxation. The spin-galvanic
current and the average nonequilibrium spin S are related by
a second rank pseudotensor, with components proportional to
the parameters of the spin-orbit splitting, as follows
jCspin,α =
∑
γ
Qαγ Sγ . (11)
For the (001)-grown zinc-blende-structure-based QWs of C2v
symmetry, the spin-galvanic effect is allowed only for a spin
polarized electron gas with spins oriented in the QW plane.
In the coordinate system parallel to the cubic axes, Eq. (11)
reduces to jSIAx = QxySy and jBIAy = QyySy , with jSIAx and
jBIAy proportional to the Rashba and the Dresselhaus constants,
respectively.21 The spin-galvanic effect generally does not
require optical excitation. In fact, the nonequilibrium spin can
be achieved by both optical and nonoptical methods (e.g., by
electrical spin injection).
The spin-dependent contribution jCspin stems from the
asymmetry in the spin relaxation, arising due to the Rashba
spin-orbit splitting of the electronic ground subband and being
linear in the in-plane wave vector k
E1↑ − E1↓ = h¯. (12)
Here the SIA-induced k-linear spin-orbit splitting h¯ is
measured by TRKR technique, Sec. III.
An optical method which provides a nonequal population
of an uniform distribution in both spin subbands was proposed
in Ref. 13. This method, sketched in the inset of Fig. 9,
is based on the optical excitation with circularly polarized
light yielding a steady-state spin orientation S0z in the growth
direction. The in-plane magnetic field then rotates due to the
Larmor precession, the optically oriented spins into the plane
of the 2DES. If B is oriented along the x axis we obtain a
FIG. 10. Dependence of the circular MPGE (squares) on LQW
obtained at room temperature, |B| = 1 T and a photon energy of
h¯ω = 4.4 meV and corresponding g∗ factors (triangles, by TRKR).
The inset shows the experimental geometry for the CMPGE.
nonequilibrium spin polarization Sy which reads after time
averaging13
Sy = − ωLτs⊥1 + (ωLτs)2 S0z, (13)
where τs = √τs‖τs⊥ and τs‖,τs⊥ are the longitudinal and
transverse electron spin relaxation times, the Larmor frequency
is given by ωL = g∗μBBx/h¯, μB is the Bohr magneton, and
S0z = τs‖ ˙Sz is the steady-state electron spin polarization in
the absence of a magnetic field. According to Eq. (11) the
in-plane spin polarization Sy causes a net electric current in the
direction along the magnetic field. For the investigated QWs
at room temperature ωLτs  1 and therefore the photocurrent
is proportional to g∗By .
The QW width dependence of jCspin is given by
jCspin(LQW) ∼ g∗(LQW)(LQW)τ 2s (LQW). (14)
Equation (14) shows that this contribution is proportional to
the g∗ factor and, consequently, reflects its behavior upon a
QW width variation.51 Despite the QW width dependence of
jCspin does not coincide with g∗(LQW), this contribution to the
photocurrent vanishes in QWs with g∗ = 0. The fact that in
GaAs/AlGaAs QWs the current, similarly to the g∗ factor,
changes its sign upon a variation of LQW qualitatively explains
the MPGE’s sign inversion but cannot clarify the difference in
the two zero points. To explain this shift we should again
address the possible contribution of the orbital MPGE.
An orbital mechanism yielding a helicity driven MPGE
current was recently suggested in Ref. 17 and is given by
jCorb,α = Pcirc|E0|2
∑
γ
RαγBγ . (15)
The second rank pseudotensor R has the same space symmetry
properties as the pseudotensor Q, describing the spin-galvanic
effect. However, the tensor R is invariant under time inversion.
Microscopically, the orbital contribution to the circular MPGE
appears similarly to the one to the linear MPGE current
described above. The current is caused by the action of the
Lorentz force on the orbital motion of the 2D electrons in
the radiation field. Under irradiation with circularly polarized
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light electrons perform a cyclic motion and, due to SIA,
the presence of an in-plane magnetic field forces them to
flow predominantly along the direction of B. Reversing the
radiation’s helicity changes the current direction. The micro-
scopic theory of this effect is given in Ref. 17. The resulting
current jCorb is caused by the B-dependent corrections to the
scattering probability, Eq. (7), as well as the corresponding
contribution to the linear MPGE. The photocurrents due to the
circular and linear MPGE are linked to each other according to
jCorb ∼ jLorbωτp at ωτp  1 (Ref. 16). Using Eq. (8), we can,
consequently, estimate the QW width dependence of jCorb as
jCorb(LQW) ∼
(
z21
E21
)2
. (16)
This equation shows that the orbital contribution to the circular
MPGE has a constant-sign dependence on the QW width.
Thus, the observed sign inversion of the circular MPGE and
the shift between its zero crossing and that of the g∗ factor
agrees with the picture of the interplay of comparable spin and
orbital contributions to this phenomenon.
Both mechanisms of the circular MPGE contribute to
the total current jC = jCspin + jCorb and are described phe-
nomenologically by similar equations. The observed sign
inversion proves that, in correspondence with the results of
the linear MPGE, the dominant contribution comes from the
spin-galvanic effect. While the spin-galvanic effect dominates
the current for most of the investigated samples, the existence
of the orbital circular MPGE is also clearly demonstrated.
In particular, for QWs with a width of about 6.5 nm the
spin-galvanic effect vanishes and the current is caused solely
by the orbital circular MPGE.
VI. SUMMARY
To summarize, our experiments clearly demonstrate that
both linear and circular MPGEs in GaAs/AlGaAs QW
structures result from spin and orbital contributions. Our
experiments show that for most quantum well widths the
MPGE is mainly driven by spin-related mechanisms, which
result in a photocurrent proportional to the g∗ factor. For
structures with a vanishingly small g∗ factor, however, the
MPGE caused by orbital mechanisms is clearly observed.
Our work demonstrates that a variation of the electron
g∗ factor by different means, like varying the QW width,
as it is done here, doping with magnetic impurities or
using narrow band materials, where g∗ and the spin-orbit
interaction are enhanced, can be used for the separation
of these qualitatively different mechanisms. Moreover, the
orbital MPGE can be studied independently in materials
with a vanishingly small spin-orbit interaction, like Si-based
metal-oxide-semiconductor low-dimensional structures.
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